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Evidence   Based   Argumentative   Essay   #2  

The   world   has   been   surrounded   more   and   more   issues   each   day   and   one   of   them   is   obesity.   In 

the   sources   B   and   C,   the   authors   describe   cons   about   obesity   in   America   but   overall,   is   in   the   whole 

world   and   and   talks   about   addiction   to   junk   foods.   Obesity   has   been   such   a   thing   back   then   but   over 

time,   more   varieties   of   non-healthy   foods   have   been   made,   making   obesity   start   to   become   an   epidemic 

which   can   affect   the   world.   As   statement,   junk   food   should   be   banned   in   school   cafeterias   because   of 

health   issues,   insanitary   addiction   of   junk   food,   and   financial   resource   risks. 

To   start   off,   Health   Issues   is   a   reason   for   why   junk   food   should   be   banned   at   school   cafeterias. 

Kids   these   days   don’t   realize   that   junk   food   can   destroy   their   bodies   progressively.   According   to 

Source   C,   an   infographic   of   “Child   Obesity,”   it   exclaims,”One   third   of   kids   born   after   2000   will   develop 

diabetes.”   It   is   quite   unbelievable   for   that   to   be   proclaimed   because   is   the   beginning   of   the   disease   (or 

the   beginning   of   an   end).   To   know   that   is   astonishing   because      fifty   years   from   now   until   then,   the   world 

might   be   having   a   gargantuan   outbreak.   Another   point   according   to   Source   C,   exclaims,   “Today’s 

children   will   be   the   first   generation   since   the   Great   Depression   projected   to   have   a   shorter   lifespan   than 

their   parents.”   One   reason   why   this   is   so   is   because   in   the   past,   junk   food   wasn’t   as   popular   as   it   is   in 

the   presence   now.   The   other   reason   is   simply   because   people   ate   healthier.   Everything   was   cropped 

naturally   without   any   chemical   additions   compared   as   unto   now.   Therefore,   to   clarify   that   this   reason 



why   Health   Issues   is   a   veridical   fact,   this   is   a   reason   to   show   that   junk   food   should   be   banned   from 

school   cafeterias. 

To   sequence,   Unsanitary   Addiction   is   another   reason   why   junk   food   should   be   abolished   at 

school   cafeterias.   It   is   no   doubt   that   junk   food   is   what   truly   makes   people   gain   weight.   I   might   not   be 

instantaneously   but   progressively.   Therefore,   in   source   B,   written   by   Erica   Robinson,   is   expresses,   “He 

told   Mental   Floss   that   some   foods   are   purposely   made   with   bland   ingredients   so   that   you   crave   more 

food   or   you   just   add   enough   sugar   or   salt   unto   your   mouth   explodes   with   flavor.”   Retrieving   to   the 

anterior   paragraph,   as   it   was   told,   junk   food   wasn’t   that   popular   before   but   what   have   had   made   it   been 

become   popular   were   those   bland   ingredients   which   make   people   savour   food   more   and   more.   Also 

once   studied,   scientists   acknowledged   that   Doritos   was   using   these   ingredients   to   make   people   eat 

continuously   and   want   more.   Another   fact,   now   on   source   C,   is   states,   “In   2011   Americans   spent 

$168,000,000   on   fast   food.   .   .   That’s   the   same   amount   of   money   we   spent   in   obesity-related   medical 

expenses   OR   nearly   enough   money   to   end   world   hunger!”   First   of   all,   that   is   a   humongous   amount   of 

money   but   second   of   all,   all   that   money   spent   on   something   unnecessary   could’ve   been   used   as   for   what 

it   said   on   the   article   by   supposing   medical   expenses   or   coverage   for   world   hunger.   But   sponsoring   of 

ads,   commercials,   billboards   or   anything   that   has   to   do   with   advertising   (food)   hypnotizes   people   into 

wanting   that   food   such   as   by   making   the   person   have   appetite.   As   been   told,   there   is   no   doubt   that 

Unsanitary   Addiction   is   a   reason   for   why   junk   food   should   cease   to   exist   at   school   cafeterias. 

As   terminating   reason,   Financial   Resources   Risks   is   a   fact   for   why   junk   food   should   put 

an   end   to   at   school   cafeterias.   Money   might   not   seem   to   be   involved   with   this   situation   but   it   is 

credible   to   be   involved.   According   to   source   C,   it   says,   “By   2018,   the   US   will   spend 

$344,000,000,000   on   obesity-related,   health   care   costs.   .   .   The   cost   of   13,835,959.4   years   of 



college   education   OR   The   cost   of   4,047,058,820   tickets   to   Disney   World.”   With   all   that   money 

to   cover   health,   it   really   shows   a   tremendous   impact   in   finances.   The   coverage   of   that   deals   with 

billions   of   dollars   which   are   not   only   the   purpose   for   health   but   for   many   other   essential-related 

things.   To   add   on   to   that,   according   to   source   C,   the   author   states,   “Children   treated   for   obesity 

are   300%   more   expensive   for   health   care   system   than   kids   of   a   healthy   weight.”   That   is   an 

incredible   amount   of   financial   issues.   If   you   take   those   $344,000,000,000   and   multiply   them   by 

0.33333   or   ⅓,   if   obesity   was   at   it’s   minimum,   health   care   costs   would   only   be   around 

$114,666,666,667.   That   might   still   seem   like   a   lot   of   money   but   as   a   matter   of   fact,   we   would   be 

saving   ⅔   of   the   actual   money   that   will   be   spent   by   2018   if   obesity   decreases   its   invasion.   To   sum   it 

all   up,   financial   resource   risks   prove   enough   clear   evidence   for   why   junk   food   should   be   banned 

at   cafeterias. 

The   consequences   of   banning   junk   food   is   that   people   just   have   to   wait   by   buying   their 

junk   food   after   school   or   before   school.   Yet,   if   people   decide   to   bring   junk   food   before   school, 

there   should   be   inspections   whether   people   have   that   kind   of   food   or   not.   And   if   after   school, 

there   should   be   assemblies   or   events   in   order   for   kids   to   eat   healthier.   Such   example   is   if   schools 

give   out   healthier   lunch.   This   is   agreeable   because   people   are   capable   of   doing   such   things   but 

others   find   their   ways   in   order   for   those   people   to   be   done   such   things   too.  


